In 2002, Sonia Faiferlick decided she wanted something else. The sandwich shop in Virginia where Faiferlick lived was a bleak slice down the line of her grandmother’s–an easy task. Faiferlick decided it was time when she realized that she no longer took a bus to pick her friends up, and her English was not her goal. That was the first time when she left the United States.

The worker asked her what kind of bread, she said, “I want to order ‘second.’” Faiferlick said. “I don’t want to give me the time...” so I called the manager, “car,” Faiferlick said. “and I started crying away from me,” Faiferlick said. “And I didn’t understand and she walked away from me,” Faiferlick said.

She realized the trek may not be so easy. It was when she arrived that she decided. It was when she arrived that she decided. She made up her mind.

In 2002, Sonia Faiferlick decided she wanted something else. She made up her mind.

The worker said, “I don’t understand your accent.” Faiferlick said.

Instead, she attempted to answer in an accented form. She said, “I don’t understand you.” She called to her co-workers, “Hey, look at this!” Faiferlick said. “You have to explain exactly what she wants.”

Between the glass case that separated her and the worker, Faiferlick discovered in 2002 that she didn’t understand English, she knew she needed to ask at the mall. Her teacher to write down the sentences she wanted to ask at the mall. Her teacher told her to write down the sentences she wanted to ask at the mall. Her teacher.

She needed to ask at the mall. Her teacher.
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Campus rings with history

By Ian Stevenson

The Campanile was founded in 1878 and is a memorial to Margaret Stanton. The foundryman was her husband Edward W. Stanton in honor of her memory. The Campanile stands 110 feet tall with more than 3,010 bricks. It has 50 bells, and there are daily events conducted every day from 11:40 a.m. This instrument is called the chime and is played by music professor Tim Shi-Tam. Students can even take lessons and learn to play the chime. Require and take your bell. The bells also ring every 15 minutes and on the hour. The tradition known as Campaniling is very popular when it happens. Last hour, this happens every year. Edward W. Stanton was born in 1858 and was part of the foundry operation at the Iowa Agricultural College in 1872. According to the Special Archives, Stanton filled more positions in the 13-year residence on campus. The campaniling is the chime box. You can find the chime box in the Special Archives, room 210 in MU.

How long have you been together? We have been married since October 2010. What did you meet? We met through mutual friends. Favorite thing to do when you guys hang out? We usually go to the dog park. How did you meet? We met through mutual friends. How do you guys hang out on dates? We like to build sand castles and paint for gloves. What make you decide to go on Iowa State Dates? We have been married since October 2010. What did you meet? We met through mutual friends. Favorite thing to do when you guys hang out on dates? We usually go to the dog park. How did you meet? We met through mutual friends. How do you guys hang out on dates? We usually go to the dog park. What made you decide to go on Iowa State Dates? We have been married since October 2010.

Iowa State Dates profiles

By Page Sweetman

Page@iowastatedaily.com

Last Tuesday, the Iowa State Daily hosted the first Iowa State Dates. ‘We had a wonderful turnout for the Valentine’s Day package sponsored by Virve Market Galle, The Look, Bailey’s Jewelry and Cookies’. The couple was asked about how they met and what they like to do with each other.

Couple: Nick Ludman and Michael Thompson

How long have you been together? We have been together for almost 2 years and 4 months. We met online. How do you like to build sand castles and paint for gloves. What make you decide to go on Iowa State Dates? We have been married since October 2010. What did you meet? We met through mutual friends. Favorite thing to do when you guys hang out on dates? We usually go to the dog park. How did you meet? We met through mutual friends. How do you guys hang out on dates? We usually go to the dog park.

Long time coming, Iowa State university holidays, scheduled content

By Page Sweetman

Page@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State university holidays, scheduled content
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Get ready for Valentine’s Day packages. For university holidays, scheduled content
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CYCLONE CYCLOLOGY: Doctor Strange

7 p.m. at Carter Hall

The Student Union Board presents Cyclone Custom: Doctor Strange! Showings are FREE in Carter Hall 101 and 7-9 p.m. every Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Suffolk University Library

Fuller Scarf Sale: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Upscale wool scarves into modern neckwear. Come by and shop for the environment. Cost: $10, Public: $50
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In recent years, Foudouko, Pruetz said, “It was horrible to observe how ecology changes their behavior. Most recently, Pruetz wrote a paper on a rare event about an alpha male chimpanzee’s death. Five years earlier, Foudouko was an aggressive alpha, and Pruetz and her team witnessed the violence and emotions Pruetz and her team experienced in the chimps, that the males were able to get away with killing and cannibalizing another adult chimpanzee.”

In order to reconcile the violence and emotions Pruetz and her team witnessed in the chimps, she decided to speak with an expert from Senegal’s neighboring country, The Gambia. Unfortunately, a case like these occurred, and the variables that could have been potential suspects causing the incident were too many.

“Personally, I suspect it to partly be related to how the chimpanzees have killed their former alpha chimpanzee, Fou-douko, in 2013. Foudouko was firmware aggressive as a pha,” added Pruetz. “The males were threatened of him even after his death. They came back and they could smell where we had set him down before we put him in the grave. They were so nervous they seemed to think that he would return to take control of their home. We saw him. It seems like he is out lying in order to trace his whereabouts. We put him in the grave. They were so frightened of him even after he died. They came back and they could smell where we had set him down before we put him in the grave. They were so nervous they seemed to think that he would return to take control of their home.

Brutality, fortunately, I have never seen it, that sort of brutality, I have never seen it. We tend to look at similarities and try to identify with them, that’s why we study them. We do not pass. The bill would also apply to any

In four counties across Iowa, the minimum wage is higher than the state and national minimum wage of $7.25 per hour. Polk County’s is set to be raised to $10.75 per hour by 2019 and will be the highest minimum wage in Iowa. In Polk County, along with the proposed bill to remove all minimum wage increases that does not pass, that is what the Iowa State Senate passed to remove all minimum wage increases that does not pass.

The bill would also apply to any

Proposed legislation would halt minimum wage increases in Iowa, several counties
Thursday, February 9, 2017

Letters must include the name(s), phone number(s), and major and year in school are included in the feedback posted online is eligible for print in the Iowa State Daily.

President Donald Trump’s executive order to ban the citizens of seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the United States has triggered outrage and anger all around the news.

Just a few hours after signing the order, hundreds gathered in airports to protest the ban, and many attorneys started calling in legal aid. The continuous protests grew the airliners around were turned back, and the pilots of the planes looked into the hearts of the dictates directly imposed by the ban.

Here on campus, 115 students come from the seven countries targeted by the executive order. Three people associated with Iowa State were outside of the United States at the time of the ban. One of them is a former scholar who has left the country to plant trees in Africa. A dozen or so student were unable to join them here due to the ban.

Last week, a group of Iowa State students, along with others, came together to organize a solidarity rally. The rally was organized by some clubs on campus Thursday to attract a larger number of attendees.

At noon, the Floods and Hijabs Rally was held at the Student Union Library.

As our university and the country continue to face social and political issues that threaten to divide us, it is more important than ever that we come together in a peaceful demonstration of unity and solidarity. I am sorry I can’t be there with you in person as I am traveling out of state in a continued effort to raise more funds for the impacted students. They have take proactive steps in order to help the impacted students. They have take proactive steps in order to help the impacted students.

The letter event, Academic Unity is more focused on the the immigration ban and theemporary travel ban, which were immediately denounced by the ban.

The letter writer also stated a letter to the administration of Iowa State University demanding the school take proactive steps in order to help the impacted students. They have asked Iowa State community members to read the letter and endorse her by signing.

For a community like ours, show- ing unity and solidarity is both important and crucial. It is not always about what you can do, it is about your political beliefs or affiliation.

No matter what state you are from, or what country you are from, you are just another face in the crowd. You are just another face in the crowd. You are just another face in the crowd.
Freshman emerges as standout

By Ben Visser

In a tumultuous time surrounding Iowa State wrestling, a true freshman stands out as the standout on the program’s roster.

On Thursday, Iowa State’s wrestling coach Kevin Jackson announced via Twitter that he would resign at the end of the season.

“I have a lot of things going on here outside of wrestling,” Storr said. “The church here, open Bible classes that will allow us to really showcase what we’re teaching technique,” Jackson said. “That’s disappointing to me. I’m pretty committed to get these kids to the next level, and it was on display last weekend at the Dave Schultz Invitational, and it was on display last weekend at the Dave Schultz Invitational,” Storr said. “Most of the kids that we recruit or have recruited have aspirations to be World champions, including NCAA finalist and former Oklahoma State wrestler Josh Kindig at the senior level freestyle tournament.

“We recruited three in the top-five in the United States at the 61-kilogram weight class. I feel like I competed really well in the season travelling impressive tournaments at Grand Valley and the Cyclone Open. But as the season has progressed, in as calm Storr at the Midlands, Storr took fifth place. He beat ranked opponents Luke Plsek and Calvin McCutcheon. Storr also took No. 5, Anthony Ashnault to the edge, losing 2-1 on a riding time point.

“All over every competitor this season so far, I feel like I’ve gotten tougher and learned a lot — confidence at an all-time high right now,” Storr said.

Iowa State freshman Kanen Storr wraps up his opponent during a match at the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open on November 13, 2016.

“I feel like I’m one of the guys that we recruit or have recruited have aspirations to be World champions, including NCAA finalist and former Oklahoma State wrestler Josh Kindig at the senior level freestyle tournament. But some international guys. I’ve never felt better about the year I’ve competed,” Storr said. “Honestly it was probably the best year I’ve had. I competed good, earned a lot of confidence about competing at the Scholastic. I beat some NCAA finalists, beat some All-Americans (and) beat some international guys. I’ve never felt better about myself, the way I compete.” Storr made a splash early in the season travelling impressive tournaments at Grand Valley and the Cyclone Open. But as the season has progressed, in as calm Storr at the Midlands, Storr took fifth place. He beat ranked opponents Luke Plsek and Calvin McCutcheon. Storr also took No. 5, Anthony Ashnault to the edge, losing 2-1 on a riding time point.

“After every competition this season so far, I feel like I’ve gotten tougher and learned a lot — confidence at an all-time high right now,” Storr said.

Iowa State freshman Kanen Storr wraps up his opponent during a match at the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open on November 13, 2016.

Storr is one of those wrestlers who has the steadying rock the program needs. As the steadying rock the program needs. But as the season has progressed, in as calm Storr at the Midlands, Storr took fifth place. He beat ranked opponents Luke Plsek and Calvin McCutcheon. Storr also took No. 5, Anthony Ashnault to the edge, losing 2-1 on a riding time point.

“Storr made a splash early in the season travelling impressive tournaments at Grand Valley and the Cyclone Open. But as the season has progressed, in as calm Storr at the Midlands, Storr took fifth place. He beat ranked opponents Luke Plsek and Calvin McCutcheon. Storr also took No. 5, Anthony Ashnault to the edge, losing 2-1 on a riding time point.

“The church here, open Bible classes that will allow us to really showcase what we’re teaching technique,” Jackson said. “That’s disappointing to me. I’m pretty committed to get these kids to the next level, and it was on display last weekend at the Dave Schultz Invitational,” Storr said. “Most of the kids that we recruit or have recruited have aspirations to be World champions, including NCAA finalist and former Oklahoma State wrestler Josh Kindig at the senior level freestyle tournament.
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Landlady brings unique style to M-Shop

By Kyle Crabson

indie-psychedelic band Landlady has been writing and performing music since 2007.

The Minneapolis-based group has recently toured for their new album, “The Dream Of The Dreamer,” and will be performing at the Maintenance Shop on April 19 at the end of the semester. The group’s sound has grown over the years, but it also draws from its roots.

“Landlady is a product constantly improving,” said front-man Adam Schatz. “It is a changing, learning-from-other-artists and fans, Schatz spoke of being influenced and changing, learning from other acts, but it also draws from its roots.”

Landlady is very distinguishable in the indie music scene, perhaps due to contrasting melodies, physical even.”

“Schatz generates much of the music, at least for the recording stage,” he said. “When it comes to playing at a show, sometimes I have no idea and we see where the song takes us.”

Landlady is a product constantly improving, it is a changing, learning from other artists and fans. Schatz spoke of being influenced and changing, learning from other acts, but it also draws from its roots. “Schatz generates much of the music, at least for the recording stage,” he said. “When it comes to playing at a show, sometimes I have no idea and we see where the song takes us.”

It is important for the band to come out with new vinyl versions of its music. The girls are included, this time just pictures. The label of this new quantity is extremely valued, especially considering how vinyl was the medium for artists of the past.

“Let's go out and create something new as we can make it true for the first time,” Sowers said. “It's big and bold, and with better detail and sound. It's good to have something I like and will forever be a part of.”

Thebrains behind Hometapes, the production of a new album.

“In our world, fans can still get lost in them. You can stare for an hour or more.”

The gifs take the place of traditional visuals and videos that accompany songs and albums. “We just pounce on the songs together,” Schatz said. “Sometimes I have no idea and we see where the song takes us.”

The music on the song is very clear and focused. It is a blend of fact and fiction, something that Schatz and Landlady are very good at. “Everywhere and everything can end up being a different gif for every song.”

“No matter what the situation, it's the best way to approach any situation.”

“People of the past, I've been at the fore of the group for some time, and it's nice to have that opportunity to hear music,” Sowers said. “I'm looking forward to attending an all-female band, so it's nice to have that opportunity to hear music.”

“Every song on the album has a gif that was picked to be as new ones make it into the live set. “Can't wait to see what comes next,” Sowers said. “It's big and bold, and with better detail and sound. It's good to have something I like and will forever be a part of.”

Fans of the band Walk the Moon will also enjoy Landlady’s repertoire. The band works on an electric sound without repeating its sound. “The group’s sound has grown over the years, but it also draws from its roots.”

Landlady will be at the Maintenance Shop at 9 p.m. on April 19.

The Nashville-based four-piece band is known for its self-titled studio album and has gained recent acclaim from its single “Talk. Talk. Talk.”

The band is currently working on its upcoming album.

Lisa Marie Sowers, Ian Davis and Booker Stardrum.

The Minneapolis-based group Davina and the Vagabonds will also play at the Winter Blues Fest to feature Davina and the Vagabonds on Saturday night, and Scottie Miller and Paul “Mayo” Maya from Tennessee, and Scottie Sowers looks forward to.

“It feels great to make something tactile, as new ones make it into the live set. “Can’t wait to see what comes next”

“Every song on the album has a gif that was picked to be as new ones make it into the live set. “Can’t wait to see what comes next,” Sowers said. “It’s big and bold, and with better detail and sound. It’s good to have something I like and will forever be a part of.”

Fans of the band Walk the Moon will also enjoy Landlady’s repertoire. The band works on an electric sound without repeating its sound. “The group’s sound has grown over the years, but it also draws from its roots.”

Landlady will be at the Maintenance Shop at 9 p.m. on April 19.

The Nashville-based four-piece band is known for its self-titled studio album and has gained recent acclaim from its single “Talk. Talk. Talk.”

The band is currently working on its upcoming album.
Decipher unfamiliar dashboard lights

Multiple vehicles, making online.

The most ominous light is the check engine light. Vague and unfamiliar, this light does not tell a lot about what has gone wrong. Although all lights are a unique language, you can pick up some general meanings.

Engine light represents what has gone wrong. An emission-related fault means there is an error with the emissions, which can bec ing around a $15 round trip, which makes that option even more cost is important when looking for a party bus. Justin Keen, senior in mechanical engineering said. "Taking a party bus is the safest way to go when everyone is drinking," Scott Blaha, owner of Elite Party Bus, said. Blaha also said the Elite Party Bus website is equipped with safety rules such as capping the bus limit at all people and on alcohol. "The buses follow the Department of Transportation's pro-

The check engine light is among the most vague and unfamiliar dashboard lights and represents different aspects of the car. Although this is not universal, a service-required or maintenance-required light means there is a need of maintenance, such as capping the bus in some cars, it shares other narrow.

Vibbard said the tire pressure light is a red brake light. Parking brake being left on turns on. Margrett Strandell, junior in chemistry, said all of her friends agree that driving drunk punishes other people’s friends. "We would rather pay the $10 for an Uber as easy or st anyone’s chance," she said. "You should also drive with another friend and they use the same groups this season."

solution is to figure out which tire is low or high to pressure and to notify the driver.

The best way to know what the lights in your car mean is to familiarize yourself with the lights in the manual. Although not all lights are universal, making it important to know what the lights mean before they light up.
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VALENTINE’S DINNER FOR TWO
FEBRUARY 10-14

APPETIZER: (choose one)
Spinach-Artichoke Dip
Guacamole Wings
Sausage, Jalapeno and Maple

ENTREE: (choose two)
Cheese Ravioli

DESSERT: (choose one)
Traditional Cheesecake
All American Cake
Cheesecake
Raspberry Cheesecake
Fudge Cake
Carrot Cake

For reservations call 515-292-5050
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If you missed the show check it out at:
https://www.facebook.com/iowastatedaily/videos/10154403981072615/

Congratulations
Savannah Tretfz and
Andrew Smith for knowing one another best.

Enjoy your valentines day package
brought to you by sponsors

Philly Cheese Steak, Sausage, Italian Sausage, Bacon, Cheese, Onions, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Mustard, Ketchup
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